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Abstract

Architectural patterns describe reusable architectural fragments that have proven valuable in a range of
system contexts. While their impact on software practice has been significant, their application has been
limited to the early stages of the software lifecycle. In this paper, we present an approach to reinforcing the
productivity and reliability benefits provided by architectural patternsacrossthe lifecycle. The approach is
based on a catalog of precise pattern specifications, and is supported by runtime monitoring and architecture
exploration tools. We describe the basic elements of the specification approach, the supporting software
tools, and the benefits that they provide. We illustrate the approach with a standard architectural pattern.

1 Introduction

Software practitioners are aware of the benefits provided byarchitecture-centricdevelopment processes [2,
5, 9]. Bertolinoet al. [3], for example, describe how to construct test cases for validating the conformance
of a system to its SA based on a specification of the architecture’s component dynamics. Moreiraet al. [14]
consider how SA specifications can provide guidance in modifying a system to accommodate evolving re-
quirements. Staffordet al.[10] present dependence analysis tools for automating the discovery of anomalies
in a system based on its SA specification.

In this paper, rather than considering a system’s architecture as a whole, we outline a development
process based on architecturalpatterns[4, 6, 15] — reusable architectural fragments codified in a stan-
dard format. The approach is based on a catalog of formal pattern specifications that complement existing
informal descriptions of the patterns. As we will see, these specifications support an architecture-centric
development process that provides productivity and reliability benefits across the lifecycle. Tools based on
the approach further enhance these benefits.

In recent years,architecture description languages(ADLs) have gained increased acceptance. Garlan
provides a survey of several such languages in [7]. While some have considered the use of such languages in
specifying patterns, our approach is unique in several respects. First, in these approaches, the specifications
are typically developed in the context of particular pattern applications. By contrast, in our approach, the
specifications apply to any systems in which the corresponding patterns might be used. Second, system
architects can tailor the specifications as appropriate by tuning the relevant parameters. As in some ADLs,
some of these parameters express basic name mappings. Others, however, capture essential structural and
behavioral aspects of the system, ensuring that the specifications are applicable to a wide range of systems.
Third, our approach is supported by automation tools that preserve the architectural integrity of a system. As
we will see, these tools, combined with the appropriate pattern specifications and parameter definitions, pro-
vide software architects and engineers with guidance on how a system may be modified or extended without
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violating its architectural integrity. In this paper, we present an overview of the specification approach, the
supporting tool suite, the process model enabled by these elements, and the benefits that should be expected
as a result.

2 Contracts for Architectural Patterns

Design-by-contract[13] is a fundamental concept in software engineering. The essence of the approach is
to have a precise specification (or “contract”) for each class. For each method of the class, the specification
characterizes the conditions that must be satisfied by callers of the method (the “pre-conditions”), and the
conditions that the method will satisfy in return (the “post-conditions”). The approach affords designers
with the flexibility to modify (or completely replace) their class implementations, as long as they respect the
appropriate contract requirements. Further, it allows designers to develop their systems without concern for
the constituent component implementations; only the contracts are necessary. Adapting a similar approach
to architectural patterns offers a number of advantages and can indeed form the basis of a powerful software
development process.

At the same time, however, there are important challenges to be overcome. Much of the power of
patterns arises from our ability to customize them as appropriate to a wide range of systems. Our contracts,
which must be precise, must not compromise this flexibility. To illustrate the challenges, consider the
classicModel-View-Controller(MVC) pattern, originally described by Krasner and Pope1 [11]. The pattern
is used primarily in the design of interactive applications with flexible user interfaces. Common issues
encountered in such designs include the need for multiple interfaces that cater to different needs, “look-and-
feel” variations across platforms, etc. These issues are difficult to address if the user interface code is tightly
coupled to the rest of the system.

Hence the MVC pattern divides the application into threeroles: Model, View, andController. During
execution, various objectsplay these roles. Themodel2 is responsible for implementing the functional
core of the system. Eachview obtains data from themodel, and presents the information to the user in an
appropriate format. Multipleviews of a givenmodel may be supported, each with an associatedcontroller.
The controller associated with aview accepts input from the user, and performs the appropriate action on
either themodel or theview. All interactions between the user and the system are mediated by the relevant
controllers. If the user modifies the model through one of thecontrollers,all of themodel’s views must be
updated.

To achieve this, themodel maintains a set of references to the relevantviews andcontrollers. These
objects are collectively referred to as itsobservers. observer objects are added to the set by invoking the
model’s attach() method. Similarly,observers are removed by invoking thedetach() method. When the
state of themodel changes, itsNotify() method is invoked, which in turn invokesUpdate() on each attached
observer. When anobserver’s Update() method is invoked, it retrieves the current data from themodel and
updates itself appropriately.

The standard UML diagram for the pattern, shown in Fig. 1, and the informal description above leave
some important questions unanswered. The description in POSA-1, for example, notes that “changes to the
state of theModel trigger the change-propagation mechanism”. But which changes? Any change in any bit
of themodel? Surely not. Suppose that a newview invokesModel.Attach(). The state of themodel will
certainly be modified; theview will be added to its set of attachedobservers. Do the otherobservers need to

1Our discussion is also based, in part, on the one in the “POSA-1” book by Buschmannet al. [4].
2We use names starting with uppercase letters for roles, and the corresponding lowercase names to refer to the objects that play

these roles.
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be updated because of this change? Probably not. The other objects are interested insignificantchanges in
the state of themodel. But how do we determine those changes that are significant?
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+update()
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Figure 1: The MVC Pattern

Consider another example. The informal
description states that “[w]hen theUpdate()

procedure is called, aview retrieves the cur-
rent data values from themodel and puts them
on the screen”. Which data values? And what
does it mean to “put [the data values] on the
screen”? What if theview does not use a
screen?

In other words, what are the requirements
that each of the roles must satisfy to ensure
that the MVC pattern is used as intended?
If we do not have a precise answer to this
question, different designers may come to dif-
ferent, mutually inconsistent conclusions. A
designer might, for example, assume that a
particular change in themodel is insignifi-
cant, and omit the call toNotify(). A differ-
ent designer, one responsible for a particular
view implementation, might expect notifica-
tions when such a change occurs. The problem
may become more visible over time as the system evolves. Initially, theview might ignore the portion of the
model under modification. Hence, the missing call toNotify() won’t be noticeable. At a later time, the view
might be enhanced to display additional information, including the previously ignoredmodel state. Now,
the bug in theModel class will suddenly manifest itself as a defect in theView!

Our goal is to provide precise answers to the kinds of questions raised above. Given such answers, the
risk that individual designers will interpret their implementation responsibilities in mutually inconsistent
ways will be minimized. Moreover, given precise pattern contracts, it is possible to develop tools that can
monitor a system’s runtime behavior to determine whether the relevant requirements are satisfied. Such
tools are especially valuable during system maintenance and evolution and help to preserve architectural
integrity.

Pattern contracts also make it possible to construct architectureexplorationtools. These tools are impor-
tant given that many systems have transparent architectures; they are not explicit in the source code. Instead,
the architectures manifest themselves in the runtime interactions of their constituent objects. In the case of a
system built using MVC, for example, there are no syntactic entities labelled “MVC”. The pattern becomes
evident only when we focus on the interactions among the objects playing the various roles. We will return
to the possibility of architecture exploration tools later in the paper.

There is, however, a risk in providing precise answers to the types of questions raised by informal pattern
descriptions. If, for example, we provide one specific answer to the question of what constitutes a significant
change in amodel, the pattern may not be applicable in systems that take a different perspective. The same
is true if we provide one specific answer to the question of what information should be displayed by each
view. Indeed, even in the same system, it is possible to have two differentview objects that have mutually
incompatible notions of what should be displayed. In this case, it seems that no matter how we write the
contract for MVC, these twoView classes cannot both simultaneously respect the contract. In other words,
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we seem to be faced with a fundamental conflict between precision and flexibility.

3 Having Your Cake and Eating It Too!

In general, there are two ways of resolving the conflict between precision and flexibility. First, we could
write the contract in such a way that it explicitly accounts for all possible ways of satisfying it. For example,
the contract could specify all possible ways that aview might display the current state of themodel. Clearly,
this is impractical. The second way of resolving the conflict, the one that we adopt, is toparameterizethe
contract appropriately. The contract for a given pattern will be written in terms of variousspecialization
parameters. Thevaluesof the parameters will not be defined in the contract, since they will vary from
one system to another. Instead, the values appropriate to a given system will be defined in asubcontract
corresponding to that system’s use of the pattern. When parameter values are “plugged-into” the pattern
contract, the result will be a specialized contract that describes the architecture of the system in question.
(Or rather, that portion of its architecture related to the pattern.) Thus, in effect, the pattern contract describes
the pattern as it applies to all systems built using it. A subcontract tells us how the pattern is specialized for
use in a particular system.

The parameters used in a pattern contract must allow for two distinct types of variation. The first is
with respect to thestructureof the system. For example, it may be that in an MVC-based system, a class
playing theModel role stores references to itsobservers in alinked list rather than in aset(as indicated by
the UML diagram of the pattern). Or it may be that the method corresponding toModel.Attach() is instead
named, say,Observe(). Name-based variation is similar to that allowed in ADLs such as Darwin [12] and
Wright [1]. But we need to allow for more general variation, such as allowing a linked list to be used in
place of a set. We do this by requiring that each subcontract provide suitable pieces of code that map the
state of the class playing each role to the corresponding state elements defined by the role. Thus, in the
case of the class playing theModel role in the previous scenario, the relevant code in the subcontract would
return a set containing the elements stored in its linked list.

The second type of parameter is rather novel, and allows forbehavioralvariation. In the case of MVC,
for example, as we noted earlier, the notion of what constitutes asignificant changein the state of amodel

object varies from one system to another. To allow for this, we introduce the notion of anauxiliary concept.
An auxiliary concept is a relation involving the states of one or more objects playing roles in a given pattern.
The contract for MVC, for example, defines the auxiliary conceptModified(m1,m2), wherem1 andm2
are two states of amodel object. Modified(m1,m2) represents the notion of asignificant changein the
model. If the state of themodel were to change fromm1 to m2, andModified(m1,m2) were to evaluate to
true, theNotify() method must be invoked to update the attachedobservers. This requirement will be part
of the MVC contract, but the definition ofModified() will be provided in the corresponding subcontract as
appropriate to the system in question.

The MVC contract also declaresConsistent(m1, v1), wherem1 represents the state of amodel object
andv1 represents the state of aview object. Rather than requiring that theUpdate() operation “put the data
values [of themodel] on the screen”, the contract requires that the execution ofUpdate() bring theview

into a state that isconsistentwith themodel. But again, the definition ofConsistent() will vary from system
to system, and will therefore be deferred to a subcontract. Hence, auxiliary concepts allow us to specify, as
part of the pattern contract, precise requirements that apply to all systems, while allowing the behaviors to
be tailored to the needs of individual system.
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Figure 2: Pattern Contracts and Subcontracts

Fig. 2 provides a pictorial representa-
tion of our approach. The box in the upper
left, labelledarchitectural pattern, repre-
sents a patternP , as described informally.
The rolesR1, R2of P are represented by
the dashed circles. The dotted structure en-
closing the two roles represents the infor-
mal description of how the roles are ex-
pected to interact. The box in the lower
left, labelledpattern contract, represents
the contract forP , and will be part of the
pattern contract catalogshared by the com-
munity. The role contracts for the indi-
vidual roles specify the conditions that the
methods of the individual roles must meet.
The most interesting aspect of most pat-
terns, however, is not the behaviors of the
individual roles, but theinteractionsamong
them. Theinteraction contractdefined by
the patttern contract specifies these interac-
tions and the resulting behavior that they
ensure for the system. Typically, the inter-
action contract will involve the states of all the objects playing roles in the pattern, and will be expressed in
terms of auxiliary concepts. We will see an example in the next section.

The two boxes on the right side of Fig. 2 represent an application ofP in a particular architecture, and
the corresponding subcontract. The box on the top right shows the constituent classes of the architecture.The
arrows going to the box on the top left indicate the assignments between classes and roles. The box in the
bottom right represents the subcontract corresponding to this specialization of the pattern. Therole maps
specify how the fields and methods of each class map to the fields and methods of their respective roles. In
addition, auxiliary concept definitions have to be provided for each of the concepts that are declared inP ’s
contract. Note that for a different system built usingP , the left side of this figure will remain the same.

There are two important properties that are not shown in Fig. 2. First, although the auxiliary concepts
will be defined in a subcontract, these definitions cannot be arbitrary. Preserving the intent of the pattern
across architectures requires that auxiliary concept definitions satisfy certain constraints. These constraints
will be specified as part of the pattern contract. Second, the role contracts will have to impose requirements
not only on thenamedmethods required by the pattern (e.g., Attach(), Notify()), but also on those methods
provided by classes playing the roles that do not correspond to methods required by the pattern. We refer
to these methods as “other” methods or “unnamed” methods. In general, if these other methods behave in
arbitrary ways, the intent of the pattern may be violated even if the named methods behave as specified in the
pattern contract. To prevent such problems, each role contract includes a specification for theothermethods
of its role. These points will be illustrated in the next section.
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MVC Contract

Auxiliary Concepts

declarations:
 Modified(Model, Model);
 Consistent(Model, View);
…
constraints:
[(!Modified(m1, m2) 
   Consistent(m1, v1))

 Consistent(m2, v1)]
 …

Model Role Contract

state:
 Set[View] _observers;

behavior:
Attach(View v):
 pre: (v  _observers)
post: [!Modified(#this, this) 

         (_observers
           = #_observers  {v}) 
         (|trace| = 1) 
         (|trace.v.Update| = 1)]
 …
 Notify():
post: [(|trace| = |_observers|) 

         (  v  _observers:
           (|trace.v.Update| = 1))]
 other:
post: [!Modified(#this, this) 

         ((|trace| = 1) 
           (|trace.this.Notify| = 1))]

View Role Contract

state:
 Model _model;
 …

behavior:
Update():
post: Consistent(_model, this)  …

 other:
post: Consistent(_model, this)  …

Controller Role Contract

…

Interaction Invariant

invariant:
 [  v  Model._observers:
   Consistent(Model, v)] 

Figure 3: MVC Contract

4 Case Study

In this section, we consider key portions of the MVC contract, shown in Fig. 3, and a simple system built
using the contract. We focus on theModel andView roles, the relevant auxiliary concepts, and the constraints
imposed on those concepts.

Each role contract specifies pre- and post-conditions for the role’snamedandunnamedmethods. These
specifications are expressed in terms of the relevant method parameters and the fields defined by the role.
In addition, a post-condition may impose requirements on thetrace of a method. The trace of a method is a
record of the calls it makes during its execution. In the case ofModel.Notify(), MVC requires that it invoke
Update() on each attachedobserver. This is what the post-condition states. The number of calls recorded in
thetrace must equal the number of elements inobservers. And for eachview to which there is a reference
v in observers, there must be exactly one call to itsUpdate() method. Theotherspecification states that
unnamed methods must either notModify() themodel, or must invokeNotify(). Note the interplay between
flexibility and precision. The requirement thatsignificant modificationstrigger a notification is captured
precisely. Deferring the definition of this concept to a subcontract ensures flexibility.

The specification ofUpdate() in theView role contract states thatUpdate() must bring theview into a
state that isConsistent() with the state of themodel. Unnamed methods may alter the state of theview, but
must preserveconsistency. Note again the interplay between flexibility and precision. Unnamed methods
are required to preserveconsistency, ensuring precision. The definition of consistency is allowed to vary
from system to system, ensuring flexibility.

Assuming that the role contract requirements are satisfied, what can a designer conclude about a group
of objects interacting according to the pattern? when control is outside of the participating objects, the state
of eachview observinga model will be consistentwith that model. This is specified by theinteraction
invariant.

Finally, consider the constraint imposed on definitions of these concepts. Suppose that amodel is in
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statem1, and one of itsviews is in statev1, whereConsistent(m1,v1) is satisfied. Suppose that the state of
themodel changes tom2, whereModified(m1,m2) is false. As a result, according to theotherspecification
in theModel role contract, theNotify() method might not be invoked. Hence, the state of theview object
will remain unchanged. Suppose thatConsistent(m2,v1) is false. Now we have a problem! Although the
interactions required by the MVC pattern have been satisfied, the interaction invariant is no longer satisfied!
The problem is not in how the objects are interacting, but rather in the incompatible definitions of the two
concepts. The constraint specified forbids such incompatibilities and it must be respected by all subcontracts.

Consider a simple example involving anElevator class whose instances represent an elevator. Its state
includes np, the number of people in it, andnf, the number of the floor it is currently on. We have a
Display class whose instances display the current floor number of the elevator. Any number ofdisplays may
be attached to anelevator. A reasonable implementation ofElevator would invoke itsNotify() method
whenever the elevator goes to a new floor since the value ofnf changes.
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Figure 4: Pattern-Based Software Life-
cycle

Suppose during system evolution, aSafetyDisplay class is cre-
ated. Instances of this class will display both the floor number
and the number of people in the elevator. When this class is im-
plemented and tested, everything seems to work well. But reports
start coming in thatSafetyDisplay is occasionallydisplaying in-
correct information about the number of people.

The problem is thatNotify() is invoked only when the value
of nf changes. This is fine fordisplay objects. ButsafetyDisplay

objects are also concerned with the value ofnp. And this part
of the elevator state can change even ifnf has not changed —
perhaps because theDoorOpen() method admits people into the
elevator. This was overlooked during testing ofSafetyDisplay be-
cause, by coincidence, whenever it was tested, the value ofnf had
also changed.

With our approach, the error would have been caught earlier.
When the designers definedModified() in the MVC subcontract,
they would have considered a change innp to be significant. Af-
ter all, if it was not, why include it inElevator? Therefore, the
implementation ofDoorOpen() would be seen as obviously in-
correct since it does not meet the requirements ofModel.other.
(The state may beModified() without a call toNotify().) A team
that uses formal reasoning would have identified this and revised
the Elevator class appropriately. Or, using theMonGentool de-
scribed in the next section, testers of the original implementation
would likely have caught the error.

5 Software Lifecycle

Let us now consider how our approach supports the software lifecycle, as shown in Fig. 4. In the first
step, architects, domain experts, and designers decide on the main architectural features of the system,
and are guided by known patterns from the pattern catalog. This reflects current practice, with the important
addition of precise pattern specifications. As a result, the pattern selection process is better informed, and the
resulting architectural constraints are unambiguous. In the next step, designers and implementers determine
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the details of the system, including the mappings of classes to roles. These details serve as the basis for
developing the corresponding subcontracts.

The contracts and subcontracts serve two distinct purposes. First, they provide documentation that archi-
tects and designers can reference in understanding the overall architecture of the system, and the high-level
details of the architecture’s realization. Second, they provide clear requirements that the system imple-
menters must meet; this is shown in step (3). This ensures that implementers have a clear set of behavioral
requirements to guide them in implementing the appropriate classes.

During the testing phase (step (4)), the contracts and subcontracts characterize the assertions that must
be tested. We have implemented a tool,MonGen, that generates appropriate monitoring code inAspectJ
based on the contracts and subcontracts underlying a given architecture. When the aspect code is woven
with the original system code, it checks, at appropriate points, that the assertions specified in the contracts
are satisfied. If the appropriate assertions are satisfied, execution continues normally; otherwise, appropriate
warning messages are displayed, alerting designers of the architecture violation.

Space limitations preclude a detailed discussion ofMonGen, but one point is worth noting.AspectJ
primitives allow us tointerceptprogram execution when specified methods are invoked. This enables the
tool to save information about thetracesassociated with various methods. This information is essential
for checking such assertions as the post-condition ofModel.Notify() in the MVC pattern. Full details
concerningMonGen, as well as instructions for using the tool, are available at our website [8].

MonGenis only one element of the tool suite that we are constructing. We are currently working on an
extension toMonGenthat records additional pattern-related information. This information will be used to
providepattern-centricvisualizations of a system’s runtime behavior. A user might, for example, focus only
on the interactions of objects participating in particular roles of a particular pattern. We expect that this tool
will be of great value during system maintenance and evolution. It will help those involved with this phase
of the lifecycle to discover, in a natural way, the intended system architecture, and will help them remain
faithful to that architecture as the system evolves.
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